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Beyond Metering
AMI and the future
Accurate and reliable meter readings in a cost-effective manner is a challenge for most
utilities.
With an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), the utility can reduce its operating costs
while improving customer service. Meter data is delivered straight into the utility’s billing
system.
AMI succeedes AMR by providing demand response possibilities and other advanced
technologies.

The Amplex way
The present challenge for AMI providers is to supply solutions for immediate use, while at
the same time being prepared for a full expansion to smart grid.
Amplex provides metering solutions that cater to utilities of any size and with unlimited
scalability for a future-proof solution.
We know that new metering projects are not always afforded the luxury of replacing every meter with smart meters from a single vendor. That’s why the MeterMindTM solution
is not restricted to single meters or manufacturers. Similarly, MeterMind™ handles data
from all types of meters (electricity, water, heat and gas).
Easy integration and compatibility with other systems gives us the freedom to work with
all system integrators and utilities.
Two-way communication ensures easy operation of the system, featuring remote updates and automatic discovery of new units. Exceptional options for control and valueadding services are key benefits of a MeterMindTM solution.
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Meter data is collected from end consumers and relayed for further analysis, billing, etc.
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Case study:

440,000 metering points installed
Customer objectives
Challenge
The client, the Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity Authority, wanted to improve the quality
of their meter reading process. Precise, reliable data on demand were key requirements.
Additionally, the client expressed an interest in pre-paid metering.
The project encompassed 440,000 metering points, re
presenting both water and
electricity meters. The meters were located in a variety of environments, from high rise
buildings to villas and farms.
New smart meters were installed in parallel with the AMI project.

Solution
A succesful pilot project was followed by a full-scale implementation contract.
The meters were connected to the central server which interfaces with the distribution company’s billing system, providing instant, ad-hoc and scheduled meter data and
disconnection features. The data is carried through powerline and wireless communication. Via a direct connection to the central control room, alarms and events are processed
as they occur.
Comprehensive reporting enables in-depth analysis of meter data, e.g. in order to identify network losses and consumption at defined periods of the day.
The client has integrated the solution in a control room designed and built by Amplex.

Results
The client now has a fully integrated customer information system, directly linking
meters to the billing system. Accuracy and timeliness of utility bills has increased
through:

•• Consistent frequency of meter readings
•• Reduced need for estimations
•• Reduced risk of human error
Supply disconnection (for non-payment of bills and vacated properties) is carried out
from the billing system interface and final bills are produced within minutes.
MeterMindTM has also provided vast improvements in the fault rectification and maintenance processes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce ’read-to-bill’ duration
Improve cash flow
Improve resource management
Reduce labour costs
Reduce vehicle fleet and man hours
Reduce system losses
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From manual readings to smart grid

AMR
From manual readings to AMR
• No more costly site visits
• 100% collection – No access problems
• Improved customer satisfaction

Manual readings

• Fewer estimations improves accuracy of bills
• Fast meter readings on demand or pre-programmed
• Improved consumption awareness
• Reduced read-to-bill cycle
• Flexible billing cycles
• Improved field staff deployment efficiency

The figure above illustrates the increasing complexity in smart metering, and the multitude
of features that we stand to get from an efficient, reliable and eventually self-healing power
grid.
A MeterMind™ solution provides all the standard benefits of an AMI system - reduced operating costs, improved customer service, and loss minimization. These are achieved through:

•• Automatic data collection
•• Accurate billing based on real-time information
•• Improved forecasting and resource optimization
•• Remote connection and disconnection
•• Loss detection
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AMI

Smart grid

From AMR to AMI

From AMI to smart grid

• Supply failure detection

• Supply vs. demand balancing

• Tampering notification

• Demand smoothing

• Remote disconnection

• Fewer cascading failures

• Consumer managed energy consumption

• Reduced number and duration of supply interruptions

• Demand forecasting

• Full knowledge of the entire LV energy network

• Leakage detection

• Support of new digital services

• Flow monitoring

• System output maximization and consumption minimization

• Two-way communications

• Dynamic tariffing

• Loss calculations

• Accurate network modelling

• Alarm/event management

• Demand control/real-time demand reduction

• Device management

• Integration of e.g. electric vehicles and heat pumps

The MeterMind™ solution is an excellent stand-alone system for customers who want to gain
insight and savings.
With integration to the GreenWise™ energy management system and the StartGrid™ solution
for low voltage substation monitoring, MeterMind™ is also an integral part of our smart grid
vision.
Whether you are a utility, a large property owner, or an organization with many distributed
locations, a combination of Amplex solutions can provide a holistic approach to your energy
mangement needs.
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From simple data to valuable knowledge
Installation
A MeterMindTM solution consists of a combination of hardware and software, including
meter interface modules, concentrators and communication units. No major wiring is
necessary between the meter and concentrator – just ‘plug and play’. This significantly
reduces installation time and costs.

•• Easy installation
•• No new major wiring
•• Quick commissioning
•• Many meters to one concentrator
Maintenance
Meters and modules are monitored remotely. The control room feature receives any
alarms and events that may occur. These are grouped and prioritized in order to ensure
optimum resource management and fault rectification.

•• Self-monitoring modules
•• Optimum deployment of human resources
•• Efficient replacement of assets
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MeterMind™ collects data via wired or wireless communications technology.
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Operation
Modules and meters are remotely updated and programmed. This ensures a minimal
number of site visits. System conditions such as outages can be monitored, improving
network up-time.
In order to facilitate system operation, MeterMind™ features:

•• Network condition monitoring
•• Remote supply disconnect/connect
•• Meter and module time synchronisation
•• Device management
•• Demand response
Communications
Using advanced two-way communications, meters can be read in one direction, and
programmed in the other. In terms of carrier, MeterMindTM is highly flexible and allows
for operation over many other communications media, wired or wireless. For optimum
performance, technologies are often combined, ensuring that data always reach their
destination. MeterMind™ bases its reliable and precise meter readings on:

•• Multiple communication technologies
•• Carrier switching
•• Prioritization of message sending
SCADA
Meter data can be used by SCADA systems for monitoring network performance and
plotting characteristics at different nodes. SCADA systems can also make use of other
AMR features:

•• Alarms and events
•• Remote control
•• Supply quality data
Billing
Bill-ready data is delivered directly into the heart of the utility’s Customer Information
System. Legacy systems present no problem as our open architecture approach provides
easy integration to most customer information and management systems.

Improving Quality
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve accuracy of bills
Improve customer service
Reduce carbon emissions
Reduce customer complaints
Improve demand forecasting
Improve network planning
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Utility Intelligence™
Saving on utilities is our DNA no matter if it is power, water, cooling, gas or district heating. This lets you cut loss, drive down operational costs,
minimise your carbon footprint and prepare for a smart grid future. It’s time to evolve.
Amplex originated from the area of remote control and management of streetlight systems. Later on, our focus expanded to include intelligent
metering and most recently, we have added Energy Management, Smart Grid and Water Monitoring solutions to our portfolio.
Our mission is to be a world leader in Utility Intelligence. We want to help governments, cities, companies and utilities all over the world to
intelligently manage their utility assets. The result: Greener cities, higher-quality services and dramatically lower costs.
Our solutions have unlimited scalability and are built on open platforms. With a modular, carrier-neutral platform, we provide real-time data
from the field. Along with a constantly growing partner network, we have established a global presence and a solid experience in implementing energy efficient solutions in any environment.
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